Abstract. We study the six-field dynamics of D3-brane inflation for a general scalar potential on the conifold, finding simple, universal behavior. We numerically evolve the equations of motion for an ensemble of more than 7 · 10 7 realizations, drawing the coefficients in the scalar potential from statistical distributions whose detailed properties have demonstrably small effects on our results. When prolonged inflation occurs, it has a characteristic form: the D3-brane initially moves rapidly in the angular directions, spirals down to an inflection point in the potential, and settles into single-field inflation. The probability of N e e-folds of inflation is a power law, P (N e ) ∝ N −3 e , and we derive the same exponent from a simple analytical model. The success of inflation is relatively insensitive to the initial position: we find attractor behavior in the angular directions, and the D3-brane can begin far above the inflection point without overshooting. Initial radial or angular velocities, on the other hand, can have a significant effect on the duration of inflation. In favorable regions of the spaces of initial velocities and of Lagrangian parameters, models yielding 60 e-folds of expansion arise approximately once in 10 3 trials. Realizations that are effectively single-field and give rise to a primordial spectrum of fluctuations consistent with WMAP, for which at least 120 e-folds are required, arise approximately once in 10 5 trials. The emergence of robust predictions from a six-field potential with hundreds of terms invites an analytic approach to multifield inflation.
Introduction
Inflation [1] [2] [3] provides a compelling explanation for the large-scale homogeneity of the universe and for the observed spectrum of cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies. However, in a large fraction of the multitude of inflationary models -e.g., in most small-field models -the success and the predictions of inflation are sensitive to small changes in the inflaton Lagrangian and initial conditions. Without a priori measures on the space of scalar field Lagrangians and on the corresponding phase space, it is difficult to test a given model of inflation.
In this paper we find robust predictions in a surprising place: warped D-brane inflation [4] , a well-studied scenario for inflation in string theory in which six (or more) dynamical fields are governed by a scalar potential with hundreds of terms. We show that the collective effect of many terms in the potential is accurately described by a simple and predictive phenomenological model. The essential idea behind our approach is that in an inflationary model whose potential involves the sum of many terms depending on multiple fields, one can expect a degree of emergent simplicity, which may be thought of as central limit behavior.
Our primary method is a comprehensive Monte Carlo analysis. Recent results [5] provide the structure of the scalar potential in warped D-brane inflation, i.e. a list of all possible
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terms in the potential, with undetermined, model-dependent coefficients. A realization of warped D-brane inflation then consists of a choice of coefficients together with a choice of initial conditions. We construct an ensemble of realizations, drawing the coefficients from a range of statistical distributions and truncating the potential to contain 27, 237, and 334 independent terms, corresponding to contributions from Planck-suppressed operators with maximum dimensions of 6, 7, and √ 28 + 5/2 ≈ 7.8, respectively. We then numerically evolve the equations of motion for the homogeneous background and identify robust observables that have demonstrably weak dependence on the statistical distribution, on the degree of truncation, and on the initial data. In particular, we find that the probability of N e e-folds of inflation is a power law, P (N e ) ∝ N −3 e , and we present a very simple analytical model of inflection point inflation that reproduces this exponent.
To study the primordial perturbations, we focus on the subset of realizations in which the dynamics during the final 60 e-folds is that of single-field slow roll inflation. (In the remaining realizations, multifield effects can be significant, and a dedicated analysis is required.) For these cases, we find that primordial perturbations consistent with WMAP7 [6] constraints on the scalar spectral index, n s , are possible only in realizations yielding N e 120 e-folds. In favorable regions of the parameter space, a universe consistent with observations arises approximately once in 10 5 trials.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we recall the setup of warped Dbrane inflation, and in section 3 we explain how we construct and study an ensemble of realizations. Results for the homogeneous background evolution appear in section 4, while the perturbations are studied in section 5. We conclude in section 6. Appendix A summarizes the structure of the inflaton potential, following [5] .
Review of warped D-brane inflation
In the simplest models of warped D-brane inflation, 1 the inflaton field φ is identified as the separation between a D3-brane and an anti-D3-brane along the radial direction of a warped throat region of a flux compactification [4] . (We will have much to say about more complicated inflationary trajectories that involve angular motion.) The D3-brane potential receives a rich array of contributions, from the Coulomb interaction of the brane-antibrane pair, from the coupling to four-dimensional scalar curvature, and from nonperturbative effects that stabilize the Kähler moduli of the compactification. The curvature coupling yields a significant inflaton mass, and in the absence of any comparable contributions, the slow roll parameter η obeys η ≈ 2/3 [4] , which is inconsistent with prolonged inflation.
The moduli-stabilizing potential does generically make significant contributions to the inflaton potential, and many authors have taken the attitude that within the vast space of string vacua, in some fraction the moduli potential will by chance provide an approximate cancellation of the inflaton mass, so that η 1. To do better, one needs to know the form of the moduli potential. The nonperturbative superpotential was computed in [10] for a special class of configurations in which a stack of D7-branes falls inside the throat region. For this case, refs. [11] [12] [13] [14] studied the possibility of inflation, and found that fine-tuned inflation, at an approximate inflection point, is indeed possible [12] [13] [14] .
This situation is unsatisfactory in several ways. First, the restriction to compactifications in which D7-branes enter the throat is artificial, and serves to enhance the role of known terms in the inflaton potential (those arising from interactions with the nearby D7-branes)
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over more general contributions from the bulk of the compactification. Second, the analyses of [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] treated special cases in which the D3-brane tracked a minimum along some or all of the angular directions of the conifold, sharply reducing the dimensionality of the system, but there is no reason to believe that this situation is generic. Therefore, although these works do provide consistent treatments of inflation in special configurations, an analysis that studies the full six-dimensional dynamics in a general potential is strongly motivated. 2 The results of [5, 22] provide the necessary information about the D3-brane potential. As explained in detail in [5] , the most general potential for a D3-brane on the conifold corresponds to a general supergravity solution in a particular perturbation expansion around the Klebanov-Strassler solution. The most significant terms in this potential arise from supergravity modes corresponding to the most relevant operators in the dual CFT, and by consulting the known spectrum of Kaluza-Klein modes, one can write down the leading terms in the inflaton potential, up to undetermined Wilson coefficients. The physical picture is that effects in the bulk of the compactification, e.g. gaugino condensation on D7-branes, or distant supersymmetry breaking, distort the upper reaches of the throat, leading to perturbations of the solution near the location of the D3-brane.
To describe the D3-brane action, we begin with the background geometry, which is a finite region of the warped deformed conifold. Working far above the tip and ignoring logarithmic corrections to the warp factor, the line element is
where r is the radial direction of the cone, and the base space T 1,1 is parameterized by five angles, 0 ≤ θ 1 , θ 2 ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ 1 , φ 2 < 2π, 0 ≤ ψ < 4π, which we shall collectively denote by Ψ. The radius R is given by R 4 = 27 4 πg s N α 2 , with N 1 the D3-brane charge of the throat. At radial coordinate r UV ≈ R, the throat smoothly attaches to the remainder of the compact space, which we refer to as the bulk. On the other hand, the deformation is significant in the vicinity of the tip, at r 0 ≈ a 0 R, with a 0 denoting the warp factor at the tip. We will perform our analysis in the region a 0 R r < r UV , where the singular conifold approximation is applicable, and will work with a rescaled radial coordinate x ≡ r r UV < 1. Finally, because the D3-brane kinetic term is insensitive to warping at the two-derivative level (cf. section 4.4), the metric on the inflaton field space is the unwarped metric g ij .
The D3-brane potential is usefully divided into four parts,
which we will discuss in turn. First, the constant V 0 represents possible contributions from distant sources of supersymmetry breaking, e.g. in other throats. Next, the Coulomb potential V C between an anti-D3-brane at the bottom of the throat and the mobile D3-brane has the leading terms
where T 3 is the D3-brane tension and D 0 = 2a 4 0 T 3 . Higher-multipole terms in the Coulomb potential depend on the angles Ψ, but are suppressed by additional powers of a 0 and may be neglected in our analysis.
Upon defining the scale µ 4 = (V 0 +D 0 )
, the leading contribution from curvature, corresponding to a conformal coupling, may be written
Finally, the structure of the remaining terms has been obtained in [5] :
Here LM are multi-indices encoding the quantum numbers under the SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1) isometries of T 1,1 , the functions f LM (Ψ) are angular harmonics on T 1,1 , and c LM are constant coefficients. The exponents δ(L) have been computed in detail in [5] , building on the computation of Kaluza-Klein masses in [23] :
From the viewpoint of the low-energy effective field theory, a term in the potential proportional to x δ(L) arises from a Planck-suppressed operator with dimension ∆ = δ(L) + 4. In particular, the conformal coupling to curvature corresponds to an operator of dimension six,
Two technical remarks are in order. First, for simplicity of presentation we have included higher-order curvature contributions in the list of bulk terms, rather than in a separate category. Second, perturbations of the unwarped metric g ij lead to terms in the D3-brane potential that were not analyzed in [5] , but can be important in some circumstances. 3 We do not implement the angular structure of these terms in full detail, but we have verified that these contributions lead to negligible corrections to our results.
The coefficients c LM could be computed in principle in a specific realization in which all details of the compactification are available, but in practice must be treated as unknown parameters. Our approach is to assume that all possible terms are present, with coefficients c LM of comparable magnitude. Specifically, we will draw the c LM from a range of statistical distributions and then verify that the (unknown) detailed statistical properties of the c LM are not important for the inflationary phenomenology, while the overall scale of the c LM does matter significantly.
We set the overall scale of the bulk contributions by noting that the moduli potential and the remainder of the potential are tied by the requirement that the cosmological constant should be small after brane-antibrane annihilation. With our definition of µ, the scaling arguments presented in appendix A of [22] suggest that in typical KKLT compactifications,
Let us remark that the potential (2.2) is not the most general function on the conifold: it is the most general D3-brane scalar potential on the conifold (within the fairly broad assumptions of [5] .) Many terms in (2.2) enjoy correlations that would be absent in a totally general function, and which arise here because certain physical sources, such as fluxes, contribute in correlated ways to different terms in the potential. We defer a full description of the construction of the potential to appendix A.
Finally, we note that in compactifications preserving discrete symmetries that act nontrivially on the throat region, the structure of the D3-brane potential is altered by the exclusion of terms that are odd under the discrete symmetries [22] . Exploring the phenomenology of the corresponding models is an interesting question that is beyond the scope of this work. 4 
Methodology
To characterize the dynamics of D3-brane inflation in a general potential, we perform a Monte Carlo analysis, numerically evolving more than 7 · 10 7 distinct realizations of the model. In this section we explain our recipe for constructing an ensemble of realizations. In section 3.1, we obtain the equations of motion and introduce the parameters required to specify the potential. In section 3.2 we describe how we draw the coefficients in the potential from statistical distributions, and in section 3.3 we indicate how we choose initial conditions.
Setup
The inflaton field is characterized by one radial coordinate and five angular coordinates. At the two-derivative level (see section 4.4 for a discussion of DBI effects), the equations of motion for the homogeneous background are the Klein-Gordon equations obtained from the Lagrangian
where a is the scale factor, along with the Friedmann and acceleration equations,
2)
Here y i denotes the six coordinates, dots indicate derivatives with respect to time, H ≡ȧ/a, and g ij is the metric on the inflaton field space, which is the conifold. Three important microphysical parameters are the D3-brane tension, T 3 ; the length of the throat, φ UV ≡ r UV √ T 3 ; and the warp factor at the tip, a 0 . The combination 2T 3 a 4 0 ≡ D 0 determines the overall scale of inflation, while φ UV dictates the size of the field space.
The result of [24] gives an upper bound on the inflaton field range,
, with N 1 the D3-brane charge of the warped throat. Consistent with this, we take φ UV = 0.1. Working in units where M −2 pl = 8πG = 1 for the remainder, we set the D3-brane tension to be T 3 = 10 −2 , and for our analysis of the background evolution, we take a 0 = 10 −3 . We have verified that changing these parameters does not substantially alter our results for the homogeneous background. However, changing T 3 a 4 0 -which we accomplish by changing a 0 -does affect the scale of inflation, and hence the normalization of the scalar perturbations. Therefore, in our study of the perturbations in section 5, we scan over a range of values for a 0 , focusing on values most likely to lead to a WMAP-normalized spectrum [6] . This is a fine-tuning that we will not attempt to quantify, as there is no agreed-upon measure for a 0 .
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Constructing an ensemble of potentials
In principle the D3-brane potential (2.2) has an infinite number of terms, but for x ≡ r r UV < 1 one can truncate (2.2) at some maximum exponent δ = δ max ≡ ∆ max − 4. Because of the critical role of the inflaton mass term, truncating to ∆ max < 6 would fail to capture essential physical properties, so we must have ∆ max ≥ 6. As ∆ increases, the number of independent terms grows very rapidly, because there are many angular harmonics f LM for each ∆. Limited by computational power, we truncate the potential at ∆ max = √ 28 + 5/2 ≈ 7.8. We perform identical analyses for ∆ max = 6, 7, and 7.8, corresponding respectively to 27, 237 and 334 independent terms in the potential, in order to assess whether our results are sensitive to the cutoff.
Many studies of D-brane inflation treat the evolution of the radial position, the volume of a particular four-cycle, and sometimes one angular coordinate, cf. e.g. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , rather than the full multifield dynamics. Although angular evolution in the framework of [14] has been studied in detail in [19, 20] , the focus of these works was the onset of angular instabilities at the end of inflation. We will find that angular evolution before the onset of inflation also plays a critical role.
To understand how our results differ from treatments with fewer dynamical fields, we study the impact of stepwise increases in the number N f of evolving fields. We artificially, but self-consistently, freeze 6 − N f of the angular fields by not imposing the corresponding equations of motion, creating realizations that depend on N f variables. While these realizations have less physical meaning than the full potential, they provide some insight into the role of the angular fields. For simplicity we study N f = 1, N f = 2, and the full case N f = 6.
As we are not assuming that D7-branes wrapping a four-cycle descend into the throat region, we will not model the evolution of the Kähler moduli. Although it would be very interesting (and challenging) to study the cosmological dynamics of Kähler moduli in the bulk, the universality found in the present analysis makes it plausible that additional fields would have little effect on the inflationary phenomenology.
Turning now to the Wilson coefficients c LM , we do not assume a specific compactification, but instead draw the c LM from a range of statistical distributions. We define the root mean square (rms) size, c 2 LM 1/2 ≡ Q, where the brackets denote the ensemble average, and by assumption 5 the rms size is independent of L and M . It is then convenient to write
and draw theĉ LM from some distribution M that has unit variance but is otherwise arbitrary. The physical picture is that Q depends on the distance to the nearest stack of D7-branes effecting Kähler moduli stabilization. The estimates performed in [22] indicate that Q ∼ O(1) for D7-branes in the upper region of the throat. We anticipate that as the nearest D7-branes are moved farther into the bulk, Q will diminish to some extent, though we are not aware of a regime in which the bulk contributions are strictly negligible.
If the inflationary phenomenology depended in detail on the nature of M, e.g. if the success of inflation depended sensitively on the higher moments of M, then no general predictions would be possible. Let us clarify that dependence on the rms size Q of the c LM , corresponding to the typical size of the bulk contribution to the inflaton potential, is to be
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expected and is not problematic. Difficulty would arise if, for example, two distributions with unit variance but with distinct skewness or kurtosis led to disparate predictions.
There are strong motivations for expecting that some statistical properties of the potential will be independent of M. For example, if a symmetric N × N matrix has its entries drawn from some distribution with appropriately bounded moments, then in the large N limit the statistical properties of the eigenvalues are indistinguishable from those obtained from entries drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero [25] . By experimenting with different distributions, we will identify observables which, like the eigenvalue distribution in random matrix theory, are robust against changes in the statistics of the inputs. In practice, for much of our analysis we choose M to be a Gaussian distribution with mean zero, and then carefully verify for a range of other distributions that our results receive negligible corrections.
Initial conditions
The phase space of initial conditions for a D3-brane in the conifold is 12-dimensional: six dimensions for the initial positions x 0 , Ψ 0 and another six dimensions for the initial velocitieṡ x 0 ,Ψ 0 . A grid-based scan across the full 12-dimensional space would be very computationally intensive even with only a few points along each dimension. Fortunately, five of the six dimensions are angular coordinates on the coset space T 1,1 , which has a large isometry group, SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1). These isometries can be used to reduce the dimensionality of the initial phase space, in the following way. A generic configuration of sources in the compact space will break the isometry group completely, but in a large ensemble of realizations, we expect that there are no preferred regions on T 1,1 : the ensemble averages should respect the isometries even though any individual realization breaks the isometries. Thus, without loss of generality we may pick a fixed point Ψ 0 on T 1,1 for the initial position. For numerical purposes it is convenient to begin away from the coordinate singularities, so we choose Ψ 0 to be
The initial angular velocitiesΨ 0 are slightly more complicated. 6 To describe a general angular velocity, it suffices to specify the magnitude of the velocity in each S 2 and in the fiber S 1 . For simplicity we focus on velocity in the fiber,ψ, and take the remaining components of the initial velocity to vanish. We expect, and find, similar results for initial velocities in either S 2 , but we postpone a complete scan of the phase space to future work.
We are left with a three-dimensional space of initial configurations spanned by the radial position x 0 , the radial velocityẋ 0 , and the angular velocityΨ 0 =ψ 0 . Of course, our evolution occurs in the full 12-dimensional phase space: the simplification applies only to the initial conditions. For a portion of our Monte Carlo analysis, we setẋ 0 =ψ 0 = 0, so that the D3-brane begins at rest. In section 4.3.2 we describe the effect of nonvanishing initial velocities.
Parameters summarized
To summarize, we fix T 3 = 10 −2 , a 0 = 10 −3 , and φ UV = 0.1 for our analysis of the background evolution. We truncate the D3-brane potential to include contributions from operators with maximum dimension ∆ max = 6, 7, and 7.8, and we take N f = 1, 2, 6 of the D3-brane coordinates to be dynamical fields. The coefficients c LM have rms size Q, and the rescaled quantitiesĉ LM = c LM /Q are drawn from a distribution M that has unit variance. We begin at x = x 0 ≡ 0.9, Ψ = Ψ 0 ≡ {θ 1 = θ 2 = φ 1 = φ 2 = ψ = 1.0}, with arbitrary radial velocityẋ 0 , JCAP09(2011)002 Figure 1 . Examples of downward-spiraling trajectories for a particular realization of the potential. The black dots mark 60 and 120 e-folds before the end of inflation (7 of the 8 curves shown achieve N e > 120); inflation occurs along an inflection point that is not necessarily parallel to the radial direction. Red curves have nonvanishing initial angular velocitiesΨ 0 , while blue curves haveΨ 0 = 0. arbitrary angular velocityψ 0 in the ψ direction, and all other angular velocities vanishing. In figure 1 we show examples of downward-spiraling trajectories for a particular realization of the potential at ∆ max = 7.8.
We would now like to understand how the observables depend on the input parameters Q, ∆ max , N f , and M, and on the initial data x 0 ,ẋ 0 ,ψ 0 .
Results for the homogeneous background
As a first step, we study the evolution of the homogeneous background. In section 4.1, we show that for fixed initial conditions, the probability of N e e-folds of inflation is a power law, and we show that the exponent is robust against changes in the input parameters ∆ max , N f , and M. In section 4.2 we present a simple analytic model that reproduces this power law. We study the effect of varying the initial conditions in section 4.3, and we discuss DBI inflation in section 4.4.
The probability of inflation
We find it useful to divide possible trajectories into three classes. The D3-brane can be ejected from the throat, reaching x > 1 and leaving the domain of validity of our analysis; it can become trapped in a local or global minimum of the potential; and it can reach the JCAP09(2011)002 bottom 7 of the throat, triggering the hybrid exit and reheating, after a certain number of e-folds of inflation.
A central question is what fraction of realizations solve the horizon problem by producing N e ≥ 60 e-folds of inflation, and then plausibly transition to the hot Big Bang. We will not model reheating in detail, but we will insist that only e-folds of inflation that precede a hybrid exit are counted towards N e . That is, false vacuum inflation in a metastable minimum, or slow roll inflation preceded by ejection and unknown dynamics in the bulk, do not contribute to N e .
Specifically, for k distinct trials we define
i.e. trials leading to ejection or trapping are included in the denominator, so that P (N e > 60) reflects the probability of N e > 60 e-folds of inflation preceding a hybrid exit in a general realization. We now examine how the 'success probability' P (N e > 60) depends on the input parameters Q, ∆ max , N f , and M. First, figure 2 shows that P (N e > 60) depends strongly on Q, and the optimal value of Q depends on ∆ max and on N f . When all six fields are dynamical (N f = 6), the probability of inflation is optimized for Q ∼ 0.04, while for N f = 1, Q ∼ 1 can yield sufficient inflation.
To understand this result, we recall that in the presence of a single harmonic contribution to the inflaton potential, after minimization of the angular potential, the radial potential is expulsive [22] . More generally, the bulk contributions to the potential provide the only possibility of counterbalancing the Coulomb and curvature contributions, which both draw the D3-brane towards the tip. For Q = 0, the Coulomb and curvature contributions are not counterbalanced, and the D3-brane falls quickly towards the tip without driving inflation. For Q ∼ 1, a single harmonic contribution term could marginally balance the inward force; the net effect of 334 such terms then plausibly leads to rapid expulsion from the throat. This result is consistent with our finding that the optimal value of Q diminishes as the number of terms in the potential increases, as shown in figure 2 .
In figure 3 we display a histogram of Monte Carlo trials that give more than 40 e-folds of inflation for Q ∈ [0, 2.0] with ∆ max = 7.8 and all six fields evolving (N f = 6). We find that we can characterize the probability of inflation, for scenarios yielding N e 10 e-folds, by a function P (N e ) = A (N e /60) −α . On fitting the data in figure 3 , we find that α = 3.22 ± 0.07 and A = 1.7 · 10 −6 .
In table 1 we summarize the power law fits to the probability of inflation as one considers different numbers of fields, N f , and different truncations of the potential, ∆ max , assuming that M is Gaussian, and taking zero initial angular and radial velocities at x = 0.9 and fixed angular position Ψ 0 .
The probability of obtaining 60 e-folds of inflation does not change dramatically if one truncates the potential at ∆ max = 6.0 or ∆ max = 7.8, so our results appear insensitive to the precise placement of the truncation. As the number of fields, N f , increases, the range of Q yielding inflation becomes restricted, but we also find that the probability of achieving inflation within this Q range increases, cf. figure 2. In fact, the power law fit of the success probability remains fairly consistent as N f is varied, provided that one marginalizes over Q. Although we have seen that P (N e > 60) is highly sensitive to the value of Q, we find that P (N e > 60) has negligible dependence on the shape of the distribution M from which theĉ LM are drawn. Specifically, we have obtained power law fits of the success probability for ensembles in which M is a Gaussian, shifted Gaussian, triangular, or uniform distribution. As shown in table 2, we find negligible changes in A and α. We expect that there exist pathological distributions, e.g. with rapidly growing higher moments, that could change our findings, but we are not aware of a microphysical argument for such a distribution. 
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N f ∆ max A α P (N e > 60) P (N e > 120) P (ej) P (min
An analytic explanation of the exponent α = 3
In our ensemble of potentials, inflation typically occurs near an approximate inflection point of the potential. We now show that a very simple model of single-field inflection point inflation, along the lines proposed in [26] , predicts α = 3, in excellent agreement with our numerical results. 8 An approximate inflection point of a function V (φ) of a single field φ is a location where V = 0 and V is small in appropriate units. We choose the origin of φ to correspond to the zero of V , so that
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with the c i being constants. Assuming that the constant term dominates, the number of e-folds of inflation is
in the regime of interest where the c i are small. The approach suggested in [26] is to obtain the probability of N e e-folds of inflation by computing
where the ξ i are the parameters of the model, f is the number of e-folds as a function of these parameters, and F is a measure on the parameter space. Determining F from first principles is very subtle, and is beyond the scope of this work. However, to compare to our numerical results involving relative probabilities of different numbers of e-folds, we need only use a measure F that properly represents the measure M that we have imposed on the coefficients in our ensemble. At very small values of the c i , we can approximate M as a constant, and so we take F (c 0 , c 1 , c 3 ) = 1. Thus, we need to evaluate
Performing the integral and again using the smallness of the c i , we find so that α = 3, which compares very well to our numerical results displayed in table 1.
In the homogeneous background analysis described in section 4.1, the power in scalar perturbations is unconstrained. However, in section 5 we will assemble realizations whose scalar perturbations are consistent with the WMAP7 [6] normalization. To compare to the ensemble of section 5 with fixed scalar power, we must compute
where A s (ξ 1 , . . . ξ k ) is the amplitude of the scalar perturbations as a function of the parameters ξ i , and A s is the central value measured by WMAP7. For the inflection point model (4.2), when the scalar power is fixed as in (4.7), one again finds α = 3, just as in the case (4.4) with unconstrained scalar power. Moreover, the ensemble of section 5 with fixed scalar power is consistent with α = 3, providing a second check of our analytical model.
Dependence on initial conditions
By construction, there is no preferred angular position selected by the ensemble of potentials: upon averaging over all possible source locations in the bulk, we recover ensemble average rotational invariance. However, in any particular realization, the potential will be quite different at different angular locations, so it is meaningful to ask about the effect of varying the initial angular position in a given realization. Moreover, changes in the initial radial position can significantly alter the dynamics. In section 4.3.1 we determine the effects of altering the initial radial and angular positions, while the effects of varying the initial velocities are presented in section 4.3.2. 
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Dependence on the initial position
Prior works on initial conditions for D-brane inflation have found that in many examples, the inflaton needs to begin with small velocity just above the inflection point in order to yield substantial inflation. In our ensemble, overshooting is not a problem: in most realizations yielding at least 60 e-folds, it suffices to begin the evolution with small velocity high up in the throat, e.g. at x = 0.9, while the inflection point is generally in the vicinity of x = 0.1 or even smaller. In fact, increasing the initial radial position typically increases the amount of inflation. We suggest that this increase could be due to an increased opportunity to find the inflection point during a prolonged period of radial infall. The amelioration of the overshoot problem in our ensemble is a reflection of the difference between potentials that are fine-tuned by hand and potentials that are chosen randomly. In the former case, there is a natural tendency to fine-tune the potential to be just flat enough for 60 e-folds of inflation given perfect initial conditions, but no flatter. In contrast, when scanning through the space of possible potentials, one can actually find more robust examples. As we have seen, successful realizations are reasonably common.
The success of inflation has very mild dependence on the initial angular positions: we find that in realizations of the potential that yield more than 60 e-folds of inflation for one set of initial positions, an order-unity fraction of the space of initial angular positions leads to the same outcome. Indeed, we find attractor behavior in the space of initial angles, as illustrated in figure 4.
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Dependence on the initial velocity
When the D3-brane begins with a radial velocity of order 10 −6 of the local limiting speed (cf. section 4.4), corresponding to an initial kinetic energy that is ≈ 10% of the potential energy, it strikes the bottom of the throat within a fraction of an e-fold. However, initial angular velocity of the same magnitude has a different effect: the D3-brane is quickly ejected from the throat.
We have found that two distinct causes contribute to this ejection effect: first, D3-branes with large angular velocities can overcome potential barriers in the angular directions and thereby explore a larger fraction of T 1,1 , including regions where the potential is strongly expulsive. Second, angular momentum produces a barrier to radial infall, as in standard central force problems. Inward-directed radial velocity and comparably large angular velocity have counterbalancing effects in many cases, suggesting that slow roll inflation could arise in special regions of phase space where the initial velocities are not small, but have compensating effects. We leave this as an interesting question for future work.
The DBI effect
In certain parameter regimes, higher-derivative contributions to the D3-brane kinetic energy can support a phase of DBI inflation [27, 28] . The DBI Lagrangian is
where in the AdS 5 ×T 1,1 approximation with warp factor e A = x, T (y) = T 3 x 4 . DBI inflation can occur if the D3-brane velocity approaches the local limiting speed, i.e. if
In our Monte Carlo trials, we did not observe a single example with γ − 1 > 10 −8 , so the DBI effect was never relevant in our system. To understand this result, we recall that steep potentials are generically required to accelerate D3-branes to approach the local speed of light, and not every potential that is too steep to support slow roll inflation is actually steep enough to drive DBI inflation in a given warped background. 9 Specifically, DBI inflation requires [28] 10) so that for a fixed potential, DBI inflation could be achieved by appropriately reducing the background warp factor T (y). However, microphysical constraints prevent the warp factor from becoming arbitrarily small: when the infrared scale of a throat becomes small compared to the scale of supersymmetry breaking (due to e.g. fluxes or antibranes in a different region of the compactification), then relevant supersymmetry-breaking perturbations of the throat sourced in the ultraviolet lead to large corrections to the infrared geometry (cf. the discussion in [5] ). This constraint enforces
(4.11) 9 We thank Enrico Pajer for instructive discussions of this issue.
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For comparison, the general arguments of [22] concerning the scale of compactification corrections give V bulk ∼ T 3 a 4 0 , and our choice to expand around Q = 1 is consistent with these results. We have taken T 3 = 10 −2 and a 0 = 10 −3 throughout, so the condition (4.10) could only be satisfied if a rather steep potential arose by chance.
In fact, an additional effect reduces the likelihood of DBI inflation in our analysis. For consistency we have restricted our numerical evolution to the region where the singular conifold approximation is applicable, which excludes the region of greatest warping, the tip of the deformed conifold. In practice, we impose x > 20 a 0 , so that the minimum value of T (y) explored in our simulations exceeds the global minimum value by a factor of 20 4 . It would be very interesting to extend our analysis to the tip region, and as the unperturbed Klebanov-Strassler solution is well understood, it would be straightforward to incorporate purely kinematic corrections involving deviations of the field space metric from that of the singular conifold. However, characterizing the structure of the potential in this region would be much more challenging, and would require understanding the most general non-supersymmetric, perturbed solution for the tip region, along the lines of [5] but departing from the approximately-conformal region.
One could also ask whether, even when the potential is not steep enough to accelerate the D3-brane to near the local speed of light, large initial velocities might still trigger a phase of DBI inflation. We have found that cases with initial radial kinetic energy larger than 10% of the initial potential energy typically strike the bottom without entering the DBI regime. This result is compatible with prior investigations such as [29] , which found that exceptionally steep Coulomb potentials, which could arise in cones whose base spaces have extremely small angular volume, are required to produce DBI phases.
In summary, we find that the combination of the mild Coulomb potential in the KlebanovStrassler throat, and general contributions to the D3-brane potential from moduli stabilization in the bulk, do not suffice to support DBI inflation in the AdS 5 × T 1,1 region. It would be interesting to understand whether DBI inflation arises in the tip region [30, 31] .
Towards the primordial perturbations
D3-brane inflation generically involves at least six 10 dynamical fields, and the study of the primordial perturbations is rather intricate. Most notably, entropy perturbations can be converted outside the horizon into curvature perturbations [32] , provided that the inflaton trajectory bends in a suitable way.
In section 5.1 we review the prospects for isocurvature-curvature conversion in warped D-brane inflation, following [19] . We will find that although our setup provides an efficient framework for computing multifield effects, there is a wide range of parameter space in which these effects can be neglected. Therefore, in section 5.2 we restrict our attention to the subset of cases that admit a single-field description, and straightforwardly obtain the CMB observables. A complete analysis of perturbations in the general case is postponed to a future publication.
Angular kinetic energy and bending trajectories
Typical trajectories that lead to prolonged inflation begin with relatively rapid angular and radial motion, then gradually spiral down to slow roll inflation along an inflection point, JCAP09(2011)002 Figure 5 . The ratio KE Ψ /KE r of angular to radial kinetic energies for trials with ∆ max = 7.8 and N f = 6. [Left panel] Evolution of KE Ψ /KE r for trials yielding 60 ≤ N e 120 e-folds of inflation (red lines), and 120 ≤ N e 180 e-folds (black lines). Notice that in some cases the angular kinetic energy is non-negligible, and nearly constant, in the final 60 e-folds, corresponding to an inflection point trajectory that is not purely radial. [Right panel] Histogram of KE Ψ /KE r 60 e-folds before the end of inflation for potentials that yield more than 60 (light blue) or more than 120 (dark blue) e-folds of inflation.
which is not necessarily parallel to the radial direction. 11 Eventually, the D3-brane leaves the inflection point and accelerates, ending slow roll; it then plummets towards the anti-D3-brane, triggering tachyon condensation and annihilation of the brane-antibrane pair.
We will begin by assessing the prevalence of multifield effects in our ensemble of realizations. As a first, rough measure of the importance of multiple fields, one can examine the angular kinetic energy during inflation. In figure 5 , we show the ratio of angular kinetic energy to radial kinetic energy as a function of the number of e-folds before the end of inflation for selected examples. In realizations yielding N e ≈ 60 e-folds, the ratio of angular kinetic energy to radial kinetic energy is often of order unity when observable scales exit the horizon, but diminishes thereafter. In realizations yielding N e 120 e-folds, the transients are much diminished, but we still find cases (cf. figure 5 ) in which the angular kinetic energy is of order the radial kinetic energy, and is approximately constant, throughout inflation. These cases involve slow roll inflation along an inflection point that is not parallel to the radial direction.
Although some degree of bending is commonplace, we do not find that the inflaton trajectory is substantially lengthened as a result of meandering [34] in six dimensions. We find that the total distance in field space traversed in a realization with six active fields is negligibly larger than that for a realization with only one active field, (N f = 6) 1.01 (N f = 1).
Next, we turn to a more precise characterization of multifield contributions to the primordial perturbations. A comprehensive study of multifield effects in D-brane inflation [19] has been performed in the framework of [14] , i.e. in terms of explicit embeddings of D7-branes in the Klebanov-Strassler solution. One important lesson of [19] concerns the necessary conditions for isocurvature-curvature conversion at the end of inflation to make a significant contribution to CMB temperature anisotropies. Under fairly general assumptions, this con-
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tribution is negligible unless slow roll persists into the deformed conifold region, and the Coulomb potential is subdominant to the moduli potential at the time of tachyon condensation [19] . Our analysis applies only in the region above the tip of the deformed conifold, so we cannot consistently capture large multifield effects from the end of inflation. 12 A further possibility is that a sharp bend in the trajectory partway through inflation will produce substantial isocurvature-curvature conversion and render invalid a single-field treatment of the perturbations.
To quantify the contributions from additional fields, we calculate η in two components, η and η ⊥ , as defined in [35] and [36] . The acceleration of the inflaton parallel to its instantaneous trajectory is captured by η , while η ⊥ encodes the rate at which the inflaton trajectory bends perpendicular to itself. Therefore, η ⊥ is an efficient measure of the role of multiple fields in producing the primordial perturbations [35] . We define as "effectively single-field" a realization in which the stringent cut η ⊥ /η < 0.05 is obeyed for the entirety of the last 60 e-folds.
In the ensemble of realizations that yield more than 60 e-folds of inflation and have a scalar power A s consistent with WMAP7 at 2σ, as described in section 5.2, we find that roughly half have η ⊥ /η > 0.05, corresponding to trajectories with some degree of bending, while of order one percent have η ⊥ /η O(1). These examples require a full multifield treatment of the perturbations, and there is the intriguing possibility of substantial nonGaussianity from superhorizon evolution of isocurvature perturbations. We defer consideration of these interesting cases to a dedicated analysis [37] .
Single-field treatment of the perturbations
We now consider observational constraints on the subset of examples in which η ⊥ /η < 0.05, so that the primordial perturbations are well-approximated by the single-field result.
We begin by computing the Hubble slow roll parameters,
We describe the power spectrum of curvature fluctuations using a normalization A s and scalar spectral index, or 'tilt', n s , ∆ 2 R (k) = A s (k/k 0 ) ns−1 . In terms of η 60 and 60 , one has A s = V 60 24π 2 60 and n s − 1 = 2η 60 − 4 60 , where the subscripts denote evaluation 60 e-folds before the end of inflation.
The scalar power has significant dependence on the parameter D 0 = 2a 4 0 T 3 , which measures the height of the Coulomb potential. We therefore scan over a range of values of D 0 (in practice, we fix T 3 and scan over a 0 ), and for each successful trial that yields at least 60 e-folds, we compute the slow roll parameters, A s , and n s . In figure 6 , we show scatter plots of 60 and η 60 as a function of the maximum number of e-folds. 13 12 As explained in section 4.4, incorporating these effects would require an extension of the results of [5] to the tip region, which is beyond the scope of this work.
13 Figures 6, 8 and 9 share a set of 4.9 · 10 6 Monte Carlo trials at ∆max = 6, out of which 8301 trials yield more than 60 e-folds and 140 also satisfy the WMAP7 constraints on As at 2σ. Figure 9 additionally includes 5 · 10 5 trials at ∆max = 7.8, out of which 750 examples yield more than 60 e-folds and 9 examples also satisfy the constraints on As at 2σ. All the data points given in figures 6 and 8 obey η ⊥ /η < 0.05, while in figure 9, data points with η ⊥ /η ≥ 0.05 are included, and indicated by red or purple dots. Notice the paucity of examples with N e 120. As P (N e ) ∝ N −3 e , a large fraction of trials yield N e in this range, but most such examples are excluded by the cut η ⊥ /η < 0.05. This can be understood from figure 5: realizations yielding N e 120 typically have substantial angular evolution in the final 60 e-folds, so that the single-field approximation is inapplicable.
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We observe that η 60 is strongly correlated with the number of e-folds. Importantly, when the single-field slow roll approximation is valid, only cases with N e 120 e-folds are observationally consistent, since it is only for these cases that we have V < 0, ensuring n s < 1. This is not surprising (cf. [14] , figure 7 ): for single-field inflation in an approximate inflection point that is flat enough to yield exactly 60 e-folds of inflation, the CMB anisotropies are generated when the inflaton is above the inflection point, so that the potential is concave up, and hence n s > 1. In a corresponding potential that yields 120 e-folds of inflation, observable modes exit the horizon when the inflaton is near to the inflection point (because 60 e-folds have elapsed and 60 e-folds remain), so that for 60 1, one has n s ≈ 1. The seven-year WMAP (WMAP7) constraints on A s and n s are A s = (2.43±0.11)×10 −9 and n s = 0.963 ± 0.014 at k = 0.002 Mpc −1 , at the 68% confidence level [6] . In figure 8 we show a scatter plot of A s compared to the measured central value, A s = 2.43×10 −9 , indicating cases that are allowed at 2σ by the WMAP7 constraint. Notice that there is no fine-tuned choice of D 0 , or of other input parameters, that guarantees a WMAP-normalized spectrum of perturbations: there is significant dispersion in 60 in our ensemble of inflationary models, with corresponding dispersion in the scalar power.
Next, for the subset of cases in which A s is consistent with experiment, we calculate the corresponding tilt n s and tensor-to-scalar ratio r, displaying the results in figure 9 . Evidently, observational constraints on the tilt are readily satisfied for essentially all cases with N e 120 e-folds, while cases with 60 N e 120 e-folds solve the horizon and flatness problems but are not consistent with experiment. We stress that this is a straightforward, albeit interesting, consequence of the inflection point form of the potential that is characteristic of successful realizations in our ensemble.
Within our model there is a microphysical upper bound r ≤ r max on the tensor-toscalar ratio resulting from the geometric bound on φ UV [24] . However, in single-field slow JCAP09(2011)002 Figure 7 . An inflection-point potential in one dimension, taken from [14] . The color coding indicates that if the inflaton is above the inflection point 60 e-folds before the end of inflation, V > 0 and the scalar power spectrum is blue. A red spectrum is possible if the inflaton has passed the inflection point 60 e-folds before the end of inflation. , as a function of the total number of e-folds. On the right, we show a zoomed in version. Within the red lines, the scalar power is consistent with WMAP7 at 2σ. All points shown have η ⊥ < .05η , and the color coding is as in figure 6 . roll cases whose scalar perturbations are consistent with WMAP7, we find that r r max . It is sometimes argued that small values of r require substantial fine-tuning. Evaluating the absolute likelihood of inflation in this scenario requires information about a priori measures, and is beyond the scope of this work. Even so, our analysis indicates that the requisite degree of fine-tuning is not extreme: in optimal regions of the parameter space, but without direct fine-tuning of the potential, we find examples consistent with all observations approximately once in 10 5 trials, and it is clear from figure 9 that these scenarios have r 10 −12 . Figure 9 . Scalar tilt n s and tensor-to-scalar ratio r for cases for which the scalar power A s is consistent with WMAP7 at 2σ. The red lines indicate the region allowed at 2σ by the WMAP7 constraints on n s . Green and red dots arise from realizations with ∆ max = 6, while cyan and purple dots have ∆ max = 7.8. Green and cyan dots correspond to trajectories with negligible bending (η ⊥ < .05η ), while red and purple dots have η ⊥ ≥ .05η and plausibly require a multifield analysis.
Conclusions
We have performed a comprehensive Monte Carlo analysis of D3-brane inflation for a general scalar potential on the conifold, obtaining robust predictions in spite of -indeed, arguably because of -the complexity of the inflaton action. Our work builds on recent results [5] that provide the structure of the potential, i.e. a list of possible terms in the potential with undetermined coefficients. Most previous works (cf. e.g. [11-14, 18, 29] ) have treated special configurations in which suitably-aligned D7-branes stabilize the angular positions of the inflationary D3-brane, leading to one-field or two-field dynamics. We have characterized the six-dimensional dynamics of the homogeneous background, without restricting the scalar potential. We have not fine-tuned the potential by hand, but have instead drawn the coefficients in the scalar potential from suitable distributions, creating an ensemble of potentials, a subset of which led to inflation by chance.
We found that the probability P (N e ) of N e e-folds of inflation is a power law, P (N e ) ∝ N −α e , with α ≈ 3. The exponent is robust against changes in our truncation of the potential, in the statistical distribution from which the coefficients in the potential are drawn, in the initial conditions, and in the number of dynamical fields. Moreover, we derived α = 3 from a simple analytical model of inflection point inflation. This power-law behavior has significant implications for the prospect of detecting transients arising from the onset of inflation (cf. [26] ): among all histories with at least 60 e-folds, histories with at least 65 e-folds -in which most transients are stretched to unobservable scales -are considerably more likely.
When the inflaton starts at a radial location that is far above the inflection point, angular motion combined with gradual radial infall frequently allow the inflaton to reach
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the inflection point with a velocity small enough to permit inflation. Moreover, we found attractor behavior in the angular directions: in an order-unity fraction of the space of initial angular positions, the inflaton spirals down to the inflection point. However, large amounts of radial or angular kinetic energy, of order the initial potential energy, are compatible with inflation only in exceptional cases.
DBI inflation did not arise by chance in our ensemble: the potential was never steep enough. It would be interesting to understand whether this finding can be generalized or is an artifact of the limitations of our treatment.
We have obtained the scalar perturbations for the subset of realizations in which a single-field description is applicable throughout the final 60 e-folds, deferring a comprehensive study of the multifield evolution of perturbations to future work. In optimal regions of the parameter space, we found that 60 or more e-folds of inflation arose approximately once in 10 3 trials, but because constraints on A s and n s enforce N e 120, observational constraints were satisfied approximately once in 10 5 trials. Outside the optimal regions, the chance of inflation diminished rapidly. As we lack a meaningful a priori measure on the space of parameters and initial conditions, we have not attempted to quantify the total degree of fine tuning, but our results provide considerable information about relative likelihoods.
In the range of parameters where realizations consistent with observations of the scalar power spectrum are most likely, we found that the tensor-to-scalar ratio obeys r 10 −12 in all examples allowed by WMAP7, which is much smaller than the maximum allowed by the Lyth bound. Our statements about the perturbations apply only to realizations that are consistently described by slow roll, effectively single-field inflation, which we checked by computing the rate of bending of the trajectory. We anticipate that including more general multifield cases could populate additional regions of the n s − r plane.
Our findings have interesting implications beyond the setting of D-brane inflation. The fact that our conclusions are unaffected by the statistical distribution used to generate the coefficients in the potential suggests that in inflationary models in which there are many competing terms in the scalar potential, the details of the individual terms can be less important than the collective structure. A simplification of this form has been previously noted [38] in inflation driven by D 1 fields with quadratic potentials [39] , where random matrix theory could be applied directly. 14 Our present results suggest that this emergent simplicity may be more general, and it would be valuable to understand whether a general inflationary model in a field space of dimension D 1 has characteristic properties at large D.
organizers of the Primordial Features and Non-Gaussianities workshop at HRI for providing a stimulating environment during the course of this work.
A Structure of the scalar potential
In this appendix we summarize the computation of bulk contributions to the inflaton potential in warped D-brane inflation, following [5] , to which we refer for notation and for further details. D3-branes experience the potential
The classical equations of motion imply
where ∇ 2 is constructed using the unwarped metric on the compact space, Λ is proportional to the imaginary anti-self-dual three-form flux, and S local is a localized source due to anti-D3-branes. Next, let us consider inhomogeneous contributions to the D3-brane potential sourced by imaginary anti-self-dual flux Λ. Each mode of flux is a three-form with specified quantum numbers L = (j 1 , j 2 , R f ) and M = (m 1 , m 2 ) under the angular isometries. Thus, we can consider a general imaginary anti-self-dual flux Λ, compute 15 |Λ| 2 , and expand the result in terms of irreducible representations of the angular isometries. (That is, we expand products of two harmonic functions on T 1,1 in terms of individual harmonic functions, ensuring that each term still obeys the selection rules.) Using the Green's function given in [41] , one readily obtains the corresponding Φ − profile.
The general potential for a D3-brane therefore involves a sum of homogeneous terms h, inhomogeneous contributions sourced by flux, the Coulomb potential sourced by S local , and curvature contributions. (For the computation of higher-order contributions from curvature, see [5] .) 15 Some care is needed because certain contractions vanish identically.
